
Terra-Gen Wind Power Upgrades to Mainsaver 12.8 

San Diego, CA – February 5, 2017:  Maintaining a fleet of 3000 wind turbines over 5 states can be a 

challenging task. Terra-Gen has been using Mainsaver Software for almost 20 years to maintain the 

generating towers and facilities.  They have recently upgraded to Mainsaver Version 12.8 with a new 

and improved user interface. 

Mainsaver is used for work management which builds a comprehensive history on each unit but also 

provides documentation on the cost of repairs while units are under warranty. Mainsaver also has 

project tracking capabilities showing the amount spent against budget on projects. 

Terra-Gen maintains many generations of wind turbines with some suppliers no longer in business.  

With many different wind farms, a myriad of equipment and multiple parts warehouses Mainsaver is 

used extensively to manage the spare parts inventory.  Parts are setup with specific order points per 

warehouse and reorder reports are used to minimize down units due to parts not being available.  

Purchase orders are created, received and monitored using Mainsaver as well. 

Terra-Gen, LLC is a renewable energy company focused on developing, owning, and operating utility-

scale wind, solar and geothermal generation. Terra-Gen owns 1051 MWs (net equity) of wind, 

geothermal and solar generating capacity in operation across 25 renewable power facilities throughout 

the Western United States with a focus on the California Marketplace. Terra-Gen's subsidiaries are 

responsible for the operation and maintenance of over 2,000 MWs of renewable projects.  The company 

primarily sells the output of the renewable energy projects to utilities and power cooperatives under 

long-term power purchase agreements. Terra-Gen's operating portfolio is one of the largest renewable 

businesses in the United States. Terra-Gen continues to expand operations in renewable generation 

through a combination of acquisitions of operating projects, development of new projects and 

partnering on mid and late stage development opportunities. 

 About Terra-Gen: 

 Terra-Gen, LLC is a renewable energy company focused on developing, owning, and operating utility-

scale wind, solar and geothermal generation. Terra-Gen owns 1051 MWs (net equity) of wind, 

geothermal and solar generating capacity in operation across 25 renewable power facilities throughout 

the Western United States with a focus on the California Marketplace. 

About Mainsaver 

Mainsaver offers a complete Enterprise Asset Management Solution with a robust Computerized 

Maintenance Management System (CMMS) at its core.  As one of the industry's foremost established 

CMMS suppliers, Mainsaver provides solid software applications, trusted consulting services, and 

comprehensive customer support to its clients.  Our solutions are designed to provide a maximum 

return on investment, whether installed as a standalone application, or as an “end to end” solution 

interfaced to any of today’s popular ERP, MRP or financial packages. 

 


